


the best way to start on the
fleet management business!
NAVITAS platform and the fully compatible line of GPSs 
offered by LinkAmerica Labs, are the best way to start on 
the fleet management business.

NAVITAS





view your GPS devices in
in real-time in a web interface
The platform is fully customizable according to company’s 
brands, colors and logos and we can also perform new 
protocol integration with new GPSs types and add any 
custom functionally needed.

NAVITAS





navitas
capabilities

linkamericalabs.com

•Wide array of GPS sensors devices for 
multiple applications and conditions

•Cost effective connectivity costs

•Long term battery powered sensor devices 
for asset tracking

•CAM Bus & Wired sensors for fleet 
management projects

•Fleet management platform with geofencing, 
alerts setting and notification tools.

•Historical data analytics module.

•Customizable daily summary reports

•Use your own mobile phones as GPS devices 
to reduce separate hardware cost





BT-4G

NAVITAS

BT-4G is a 4G rechargeable long standby GPS 
tracker for assets monitoring, this tracker is with 
5600mAh built in battery which would be able to 
work alone for long time.

GT-4G

GT-4G is a tracker which is designed for container 
tracking, this unit can work for 3 to 5 years with 
5400-10800mAh battery built in, it will also support 
humid/temperature monitoring, door status 
detecting etc.

SP-4G

SP-4G is a 4G GPS tracker for motorcycles, scooters 
and vehicles, it supports wide voltage and anti-theft 
function.

OBD-4G

OBD-4G is an intelligent on-board diagnostic device 
compatible with passenger and commercial 
vehicles, it features plug-and-play technology, could 
read diagnostic info from vehicle ECU and capture 
location data, then send them to backend server for 
real-time remote diagnostic.



value business added

Identify idle/available fleet on the spot

Increase efficiency on fleet management
routing & planning

Give your customer a timely service delivery

Increase safety and reduce liabilities risk by
monitoring driving behavior.

Recover valuable assets if stolen or not
being paid

Increase the agility and availability of your
fleet

NAVITAS



agility

action

efficiency

safety

Easily deploy the rigth GPS model
to your fleet

Take control and make timely decision
on your fleet management

Not over-dimensioned GPS. Pay for value
and pay as you grow with fleet

Monitor your driving behavior and securely
recover your assets.




